
School Garden Project – Learning strategies

Czech Republic –ZŠ 28. rijna Žamberk

The project´s aims for March and April were to create a school garden. Unfortunately there isn
´t a garden close to our school so we prepaired different kinds of „ fun garden activities“. We 
can say that all pupils from our school took part in  them.



Activities

1. The eleven-year-old pupils in class 5.B took part in the garden project considering 
learning strategies, which they called „Nice flowers close to our school“.



2. The pupils went outdoors to the Tree Nursery. It was interesting for us to get some 
information about tree growing. We were very lucky to have such a nice tree nursery 
next to our school.



3.We made different  experiments  with  soil,  water,  air  and light.  We planted some
seeds and watched their growing. We watched phototropism on the geraniums. We
used microscops to see the difference between some kinds of soil.



4.The pupils from 5.B class went to the library to get some information about herbs , plants 
and flowers. They also planted some herbs .



5.We created some decorations from seeds.

6.We spoke about herbs and flowers and created some posters about them.



7. We prepaired a fun school project  „A Window In Blossom“. All classes decorated a window 
in their classroom.



8. All pupils and teachers enjojed doing the project „A Little Garden´s On My 
Head“. Each class had to create hats with the garden theme.



9. We presented our „Little Gardens“ at the student´s festival „Majáles“.



10. We decorated the restaurant in our town with „Little Gardens“.



Learning strategies we used in our project were:

Active learning: - real experiments

                             - practice by doing 

                             - observing, making presentations

                             - group discussions

                             - doing the real things

                             - participating in a discussion

Passive learning: - reading

                              - watching a demonstration

                              - audovisual

The methods we used in this project were:

- class trip demonstrations

- discussions

- PC working

- Internet using

- group working

Skills we wanted to develop were:

- speaking 

- basic competences in science

- working together on tasks

- making responsible decisions

- digital competence

- solving problems

- team work

The aims we wanted to achieve were:

- to help the environment



- to make our school more beautiful

- to take care of herbs and plants

- to learn about herbs and plants

- to present our project in public

- to decorate a restaurant in our town

- to respect a healthy lifestyle

 The educationnal aims were:

- to find the information in the library

- to work with soil

- to work in groups

- to prepaire an exhibition about this project

- to use the Net to get information 

- to be able to work with the others

- to be able to help the others   

Summary 

The pupils and the teachers enjoyed working in this project. The pupils did a lot of things to 
get the main aim. Children learnt about a team work, discipline and the rules during this 
project work. They learnt how the collective work can create a great result. The creativity and 
thinking were encouraged to encrease children´s performance.


